
1 + 1 is Greater Than 2: Collaborative Automotive
Radar Imaging Exploiting Spatial Diversity

Abstract — Automotive radar provides superior performance
for autonomous vehicles over camera and LiDAR in harsh
environment. However, the performance of single automotive
radar is subject to either small aperture or limited field of
view. It is of great interests to improve the automotive radar
imaging performance with an automotive radar network. In this
paper, we propose a distributed iterative adaptive approach based
collaborative automotive radar imaging using an automotive
radar network consisting of heterogeneous automotive radars.
Under the proposal, raw radar measurement is not shared.
Instead, by exploiting the spatial diversity, each automotive
radar fuses the intermediate local imaging estimations with
adjacent neighboring radars. Numerical results demonstrate the
performance improvement of the collaborative radar imaging.

Keywords — automotive radar network, collaborative radar
imaging, autonomous driving.

I. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter-wave automotive radar has strong penetration
capabilities in fog, rain, snow, smoke, and dust, making it
robust to inclement weather conditions [1]–[4]. The fully
autonomous vehicles would require dense point clouds or
radar imaging with high angular resolution close to LiDAR
[3], [5] to support object detection and classification. It is of
great interests to develop automotive radar network consisting
of multiple automotive radars with small form factors and
low-cost to jointly sensing the surrounding environment.

Automotive radar network [6]–[11] offers numerous
benefits for object detection and radar imaging over single
automotive radar sensor. Such radar networks may operate
in coherent [9] or non-coherent ways [8]. By coherently
combining the measurement from every subarray, it is shown
in [9] that direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation with a
high-resolution corresponding to a whole array with large
aperture can be achieved. The coherent process requires to
know the exact subarray locations which is challenging for
radars on moving platforms. For distributed antenna arrays,
the isotropic scattering model does not hold. It is shown in
[10] that a non-coherent radar network connected via wire in
a single vehicle can improve the detection performance over a
single radar module by exploiting spatial diversity. The radar
networks achieve these performance improvements at a cost
of high operating complexity. Usually, all the sensors in the
network need to be synchronized, either via wire for radar
sensors deployed in the same vehicle [7], [10] or via wireless
for radar sensors deployed on different vehicles [12]. Clock
synchronization with open-loop and close-loop schemes was

investigated in [13] for distributed beamforming. A wireless
communication link, such as vehicle-to-everything (V2X) [14],
is required to share the sensors measurements or estimation
results in radar network.

In this paper, we propose a distributed collaborative radar
imaging approach to iteratively fuse the radar imaging from
distribute automotive radars exploiting frequency-modulated
continuous-wave (FMCW) in a non-coherent way without
sharing the raw radar measurements. The approach can be
extended to other waveforms, such as phased-modulated
continuous-wave (PMCW), which allows to achieve joint
radar-communication functions [15]. However, we assume
massive raw measurement data at radar sensors are not shared
via the wireless communication link. As a result, the bistatic
operation of the radar network is not considered. The radar
measurements are remained at the edge devices. Under the
proposed framework, the radar network is operating in an ad
hoc mode, and there is no requirement of a central control
unit or server to collect all the sharing data from all radar
devices. Instead, each automotive radar shares its intermediate
estimation results with its neighbors.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

On urban streets, vehicles may join or leave a radar
network in a random fashion. Fig. 1 shows an example of
collaborative radar imaging of a cross street area of interest
with two automotive radars deployed on adjacent vehicles.

Each automotive radar transmits FMCW waveforms, with
the transmit frequency, fT (t), changing linearly with time, i.e.,
fT (t) = fc +

B
T t, where fc, B, and T are carry frequency,

bandwidth and chirp duration, respectively. The phase φT (t)
of the transmitted signal could be obtained after integration as
φT (t) = 2π

∫ t

−T/2
fT (t) dt. The noiseless received signal is

a delayed version of the transmitted signal. For a target at a
range of R with a radial velocity of v, the round-trip delay
can be expressed as τ = 2(R + vt)/c, where c is the speed
of light. The received signal is mixed with the transmit signal,
and the output of the mixer is the beat signal, whose phase
could be approximated as [1]

φB(t) = 2π

[
2fcR

c
+

(
2fcv

c
+

2BR

Tc

)
t

]
, (1)

where the beat frequency is fb = fR + fD with fR = 2BR
Tc

and fD = 2fcv
c being the range and Doppler frequency.
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Assume there are K targets in far-field with range Rk,
velocity vk, azimuth angle θk and radar cross section (RCS)
βk, for k = 1, · · · ,K. Consider a receive antenna array with N
elements. After de-chirping, the received signal of the antenna
array is

y (t) = [y1 (t) , y2 (t) , · · · , yN (t)]
T
, (2)

with

yn(t) =
K∑

k=1

βke
j2π

[
(fk

D+fk
R)t+

dn sin(θk)
λ

]
+ en(t), (3)

where fk
D = 2fcvk

c , fk
R = 2BRk

Tc . Here, dn is the distance of the
n-th antenna array element to the reference element; λ = c/fc
is the wavelength, and en(t) is the additive noise.

At each receive antenna, the receive signal is sampled
with a sampling frequency of fs ≥ fmax

b , where fmax
b is the

maximum beat frequency that is determined by the maximum
unambiguous detectable range Rmax, as the fmax

D ≪ fmax
R in

automotive radars [1]. The number of samples in fast-time is
NF = ⌊T/Ts⌋, where Ts = 1/fs is the sampling interval.
The sampled data collected from N receive antennas can be
written as

Y = [y (1) ,y (2) , · · · ,y (NF )] ∈ CN×NF , (4)

where y (n′) = y ((n′ − 1)Ts) for n′ = 1, · · · , NF . The
samples can be rearranged as d = vec (Y) ∈ CNNF×1.
Discrete the maximum unambiguous detectable range and
azimuth angle field of view (FOV) with fine grid size of ∆r
and ∆θ, respectively. Let P and Q respectively denote the
number of discrete ranges and angles. Since the change of
Doppler frequency in fast-time is negligible [1], we define
a dictionary matrix B containing only the delays and angles
information in below.

B = [b1,1, · · · ,b1,Q,b2,1, · · · ,bP,Q] ∈ CNNF×PQ, (5)

where bp,k =
[
xT
p,k (1) , · · · ,xT

p,k (NF )
]T

with

xp,k (n
′) = ej2πf

p
R(n

′−1)Tsa (θk) , n
′ = 1, · · · , NF (6)

and

a (θk) =

[
ej

2πd1 sin(θk)
λ , · · · , ej

2πdN sin(θk)
λ

]T
∈ CN×1. (7)

Therefore, the receive samples can be represented as

d = Bβ + e, (8)

where

β = [β1,1, · · · , β1,Q, β2,1, · · · , βP,Q]
T ∈ CPQ×1, (9)

and e ∈ CNNF×1 is the noise term. The radar imaging
task is to estimate the target reflection coefficients β from
the measurement data d. The model is easy to extend
to automotive MIMO radar by utilizing multiple transmit
antennas and multiple receive antennas.

A. Collaborative Automotive Radar Imaging
We consider collaborative radar imaging of the common

area of interests with L automotive radars on different
automobiles. Each automotive radar may have different
antenna array geometry with different aperture size and
different number of antenna elements. The measurement data
of the automotive radar on the l-th automobile is

dl = Blβl + el, (10)

where Bl ∈ CNlNF×PQ is the dictionary matrix of the l-th
radar with Nl receive antennas, and βl is the target RCS vector.
In general, the target RCS vectors measured by different radars
are different, i.e., βi ̸= βj for i ̸= j, because the range and
angle estimations of the same targets on different radars at
different automobiles are in general different. In addition, due
to spatial diversity, the RCS magnitudes of the same targets are
hardly measured identically by radars on different automobiles.
In this paper, we adopt a constraint such that the estimated
global image is an average of the local images [16]. Different
from [16], sparsity imaging assumption is not required in our
model.

Fig. 1. Example of collaborative radar imaging with multiple radars deployed
on adjacent vehicles. Automotive radars share their estimation results via the
V2X technology.

The collaborative imaging problem using all the L
automotive radars measurements can be formulated as

min
L∑

l=1

∥dl − βl,p,kbl,p,k∥2Q−1
l,p,k

s.t. 1
L

L∑
l=1

Tlβl = βG, l = 1, · · · , L.
(11)

Here, Ql,p,k is the interference covariance matrix on the l-th
radar, and βG = [β1,1, · · · , β1,Q, β2,1, · · · , βP,Q]

T is the RCS
vector under the global coordinate, and Tl ∈ CPQ×PQ is a
shifting matrix to transform the RCS vector estimated from
the radar on the l-th automobile to the global coordinate.
The collaborative imaging problem (11) can be solved via the
alternative direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [17]. The
augmented Lagrangian is

fp,k =
1

2

L∑
l=1

∥dl − βl,p,kbl,p,k∥2Q−1
l,p,k

+ σp,k

(
β̄p,k − βp,k

)
+

µp,k

2

∥∥β̄p,k − βp,k

∥∥2
2
, (12)
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where β̄p,k =

[
1
L

L∑
l=1

Tlβl

]
p,k

is the averaging of local RCS

estimations, for p = 1, · · · , P and k = 1, · · · , Q. Here, µp,k

is the augmented Lagrangian parameter.

1) Update of Local Imaging

In the m-th iteration, each automotive radar will update
the local radar imaging β

(m+1)
l,p,k for l = 1, · · · , L in parallel as

β
(m+1)
l,p,k =arg min

βl,p,k

fp,k

= arg min
βl,p,k


1
2

L∑
l=1

∥dl − βl,p,kbl,p,k∥2Q−1
l,p,k

+σ
(m)
p,k

(
β̄l
p,k + βl

p,k − β
(m)
p,k

)
+

µp,k

2

∥∥∥β̄l
p,k + βl

p,k − β
(m)
p,k

∥∥∥2
2

 ,

(13)

where β̄l
p,k =

[
1
L

L∑
i̸=l

Tiβ
(m)
i

]
p,k

and βl
p,k =

[
1
LTlβl

]
p,k

.

The objective function in (13) is differentiable with respect to
βl,p,k. Thus, β(m+1)

l,p,k can be obtained in closed-form by letting
∇β∗

l,p,k
fp,k = 0, which yields

β
(m+1)
l,p,k =

bH
l,p,kQ

−1
l,p,kdl −

(
σ
(m)
p,k

)∗
tl,p,k

L − µp,k

L

(
β̄l
p,k − β

(m)
p,k

)
bH
l,p,kQ

−1
l,p,kbl,p,k +

µp,ktl,p,k
L2

,

(14)

where tl,p,k = [diag (Tl)]p,k is the p, k elements of the
diagonal entries of matrix Tl.

2) Update of Global Imaging

The global imaging update is to minimize the following
augmented Lagrangian

β
(m+1)
p,k = argmin

βp,k

 σ
(m)
p,k

(
β̄
(m)
p,k − βp,k

)
+

µp,k

2

∥∥∥β̄(m)
p,k − βp,k

∥∥∥2
2

 , (15)

where β̄
(m)
p,k =

[
1
L

L∑
l=1

Tlβ
(m)
l

]
p,k

. The closed-form global

imaging update is obtained as

β
(m+1)
p,k =

µp,kβ̄
(m)
p,k +

(
σ
(m)
p,k

)∗

µp,k
. (16)

Each automotive radar will need to share its information with
all the other radars and the averaging of all local imaging
results is carried out in a distributed fashion.

3) Update of Dual Variable

Withe the updated local and global imaging, the dual
variable can be updated as

σ
(m+1)
p,k = σ

(m)
p,k + µp,k

(
β̄
(m+1)
p,k − β

(m+1)
p,k

)
. (17)

The collaborative radar imaging algorithm is summarized
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Collaborative Automotive Radar Imaging
Input: dl: measured radar raw data from the l-th radar; Tl:
transform matrices; {µp,k}: weights; ϵ: precision level.

1: initialization: Initialize the local radar imaging estimation
with delay and sum beamformer for each automotive radar
l = 1, · · · , L

β
(1)
l,p,k =

bH
l,p,kdl

bH
l,p,kbl,p,k

, p = 1, · · · , P, k = 1, · · · , Q

each radar initializes the global imaging using its local
initial imaging β

(1)
G = β

(1)
l ; initialize the dual variable

σ(1) = 0; set m = 1

2: while
∥∥∥β(m+1)

G − β
(m)
G

∥∥∥ ≥ ϵ do
3: In parallel, each radar update the local radar imaging

β
(m+1)
l via equation (14), global radar imaging β

(m+1)
G

via equation (16) and dual variables σ(m+1) via equation
(17).

4: Each radar shares its local and global radar imaging
estimations β(m+1)

l ,β
(m+1)
G and dual variables σ(m+1) to

radars on other automobiles.
5: m = m+ 1
6: end while
Output : Global imaging βG

B. Coordinate Translation

Let x and x′ denote the radar estimations under the local
coordinate and global coordinate systems, respectively. The
two coordinates are related via the following equation [18]

x′ = Tx+ t, (18)

where T is a two-dimensional rotation matrix with parameter
of yaw θ, and t is a translational offset. Each radar needs to
know the location of other neighboring radar is the networks.
With the knowledge of other radars’ locations, a transform
matrix can be learned to compensate each radar’s estimation
result so that the estimations are aligned under the global
coordinate system. An efficient method based on FFT has
been proposed in [18] to estimate the rotation matrix. The
calibration of target’s position and oritentation was developed
in [19]. A deep learning approach was proposed in [11] to
estimate the translation matrix.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We consider two automotive radars, one located at (−20, 0)
and the other one located at (60, 0). Each radar has a uniform
linear array with N = 10 elements and element spacing of
half wavelength. For comparison, we compare the collaborative
radar imaging with the standalone radar imaging approach
using the iterative adaptive approach (IAA) algorithm [20].

Each automotive radar transmits FMCW chirps with
bandwith of 300 MHz, chirp duration of 25.6 µs, pulse
repetition interval of 30.4 µs. The sampling frequency is 10
MHz, and the number of samples in one chirp is 256. Each
radar has a field of view (FOV) of [−70◦, 70◦]. Assume there
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. The radar imaging of 9 targets, whose positions are denoted by •. (a) Local imaging of automotive radar at (−20, 0) denoted by ×; (b) Local imaging
of automotive radar at (60, 0) denoted by ×; (c) Collaborative radar imaging achieved at (−20, 0), which could also be achieved at (60, 0).

are 9 point targets with coordinates of x = 0, 20, 40 and
y = 40, 60, 80. The RCS of targets far away from the radar
is set to zero. To construct the dictionary matrix B, the range
and FOV are discretized with range step of 0.5 m and angle
step of 1◦.

The standalone radar imaging results obtained via IAA
algorithm using local radar measurements are shown in Fig. 2
(a) and (b). It can be found that targets far away from each
radar are not detected in standalone radar imaging. On the
contrary, all the 9 targets are clearly and correctly detected via
the collaborative radar imaging, as shown in Fig. 2 (c).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we developed a distributed collaborative
automotive radar imaging approach to non-coherently fuse the
radar imaging results from distributed automotive radar on
adjacent vehicles. The collaborative radar imaging was shown
to have significant improvement in perception performance by
exploiting the spatial diversity.
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